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1. Mission for on-time textbook delivery
This year, the Department of Education, Himachal Pradesh embarked on an
ambitious mission for on-time distribution of free textbooks to all students
across the state. It was targeted that state-sponsored free textbooks should
reach schools at the start of the 2017-18 academic session, so as to eliminate
loss of teaching time due to textbook delay.
The state’s initiative has seen great success- more than 16 lakh books have
been distributed to ~5300 winter-closing schools in the state right at the
beginning of the academic session commencing in February 2016. Additionally,
distribution for summer-closing schools has commenced and more than 40
lakh books are set to reach all summer-closing schools before the start of the
new academic session in April. Himachal Pradesh is set to become the first
state in the country to achieve this feat.

This mission was part of the overall education quality enhancement program
called Samarth jointly run by the Directorate of Elementary Education and the
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. The focus of “Samarth” is to improve the learning levels
of students through systemic interventions. The key focus of the program for
the next 2 years is:
 Improve learning levels by 8-10 percentage points
 Achieve grade-level competencies for at least 75% students in Class 1-8
 Ensure Himachal is among top 3 states in National Achievement Survey

2. Scale and Scope of Work

The distribution of textbooks was a massive logistical challenge. Almost 6 lakh
students across Class 1-10 are eligible as beneficiaries of free textbooks in
Himachal Pradesh, of which ~5.4 lakh are elementary students from Class 1-8.
More than 50 lakh textbooks are thus transported from 24 Book Distribution
Centres in the state to 125 education blocks, more than 2100 education
clusters and finally to over 15,000 schools.
The geographic conditions of Himachal Pradesh, with several regions cut off
during winters and two separate academic sessions followed (winter-closing
and summer-closing) magnified this logistical task. Previous delays in textbook
distribution ranged from 2-137 days after the commencement of the academic
session. This year, the state committed to completely eliminating this delay.

3. Systemic changes In Textbook Distribution Mechanism
In September 2016, the Principal Secretary (Education) called a joint meeting
of officials from Directorate of Elementary Education, Directorate of Higher
Education, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan as well as HP Board of School Education
(HPBOSE). The agenda pf the meeting was to systematize the supply chain
process of delivering textbooks to schools to ensure on-time delivery and
eliminate delay. Additionally, the department committed to make use of
technological solutions to bring speed, efficiency, transparency and real-time
visibility in the system.
The key changes in the supply chain process decided in this meeting are
detailed as follow:
3.1 Expediting textbook availability at Book Distribution Centers/ Depots:
3.1.1 Instituting processes for earlier delivery of textbooks at depots:
HPBOSE committed to earlier delivery of textbooks at their 24 Book
Distribution Centers. This was done by:
 Preponing release of tender for textbook printing
 Communicating strict deadlines to printers for delivering all textbook
titles to depots. These deadlines were kept with a buffer in place to
account for contingencies.
 Incorporating penalties for delay to ensure that the printers delivered
all textbooks to depots by the committed deadline. This would avoid
repeat trips to depots by block officials which resulted from previous
instances of staggered delivery of books by printers across a span of
several weeks.
3.1.2 Creating a contingency plan through data-backed analysis: HPBOSE
conducted an exercise of demand forecast and stock analysis, redistributing existing stock amongst its 24 depots make provisions for
supplying demand for winter-closing schools in case of delay by printers.
3.2 Streamlining book collection by block officials at depots:
3.2.1 Streamlining physical supply chain to avoid duplication of effort and
save teacher effort: In several instances previously, teachers used to
travel across the district to book distribution centers to collect books for

their individual schools. This practice was changed. Instead block
officials were made responsible for collecting books from depots and
distributing them till the cluster level. This avoided duplication of effort
within the block, saving time, effort and money.

3.2.2 Assigning clear roles and responsibilities to 24 district officials and 500
block officials in the supply chain process: The sheer volume of
textbooks to be distributed over a large geographic area required
involvement of several stakeholders. To avoid confusion in such a case,
clear responsibility was assigned to every stakeholder regarding his/her
role in the process. Block Elementary Education Officers (BEEOs) were
responsible for timely distribution of textbooks to all students from Class
1-5 while Block Project Officer-cum-Principals (BPO) were responsible
for ensuring the same for students from Class 6-10. While clear
responsibility was assigned, these officials were free to use the
assistance of other block officials like BRCCs for timely completion of
their tasks.
3.2.3 Reducing turnover time at depots: Depots were communicated titlewise demand of each block in advance so they could keep block-wise

book packets ready in advance. This reduced the time taken by block
officials while collecting books at depots.

3.3 Leveraging technology to streamline supplementary operations
3.3.1 Instituting online demand collection and verification by blocks: For
easy collection, analysis and dissemination of demand for textbooks, a
digital mechanism was envisioned. An online form was linked to the DEE
website wherein all block officials were required to submit demand for
textbooks in their block; giving details of class-wise, category-wise and

medium-wise demand. Submitted demand was then made visible to all
block officials to submit corrections if required.

3.3.2 Issuing centrally-managed electronic indents: To ensure faster
processing of indents and commence book distribution on short
timelines, blocks were no longer required to travel across the district to
collect indents from Deputy Directors. All indents were issued
electronically, could be printed and authorized at the block level by the
BEEO/ BPO.

4. Mission Mode Execution
Given the large volume of textbooks and strict deadlines (for the summer
closing session commencing in April 2017, distribution of ~40 lakh
textbooks from 20 depots to ~90 blocks is being completed in less than 2
weeks), the Department has conducted the initiative in mission-mode. The
following steps were taken to ensure smooth execution in mission-mode:
4.1 Strong messaging from the state:The state used every channel to
communicate to communicate its mission to all stakeholders in the system.
On-time delivery of textbooks was emphasized during every meeting held in
the state and district level, particularly the monthly review meetings.
Notices detailing revised textbook distribution mechanism and deadlines
were sent to all district and block officials. Additionally, a special whatsapp
group was created specially for timely communication of information
related to textbook distribution. Special cards with deadlines were also
distributed to stakeholders for easy recall of deadlines. Lastly, the Principal
Secretary himself encouraged and motivated all officials to conduct their
duty of timely distribution of textbooks to students by circulating a video
message to all stakeholders.

Cards with strong deadlines and textbook helpline number circulated to all
stakeholders
4.2 Planningand alignment workshops with all stakeholders: A series of
workshops were held with representatives of all stakeholders including
depot officials, deputy directors, DIET principals, BEEOs, BRCCs and BPOs to
simulate the textbook distribution problem. The objective was to identify
and mitigate all problems that could potentially arise during the textbook

distribution process. Contingency plans were created for all eventualities
(delay due to bad weather, lack of storage, logistical difficulties etc.) to
ensure on-time delivery of textbook in all cases. Several district officials
held such workshops within their own district to plan for every step of the
distribution of textbooks.

4.3 Special textbook tele-helpline for instant resolution of queries and
grievances:The last step to ensure mission-mode execution was creation of
a special telephone helpline at the state level on which 500+ block officials
(BEEOs, BPOs, BRCCs etc.) could call to get information or solve issues
related to textbook distribution in their block.

5. Review and Monitoring
5.1 Online tracker: An online dashboard was created for tracking textbook
collection status from depots to blocks. The link to this dashboard was sent
to relevant state and district officials for ease of monitoring.

5.2 Mechanism to verify textbook collection from depots: In additional to
verbal confirmation on call, block officials were required to whatsapp/
email a photo of their indent, signed by depot officials, as verification of
book collection from depots.
5.3 IVRS calls to track textbook distribution to school level: The Director of
Elementary Education himself recorded a message sent through IVRS to atleast one teacher from each (winter-closing) school. The IVRS message
communicated the state’s mission of on-time textbook distribution and
allowed teachers to confirm textbook receipt at the school level by pressing
a button on their mobile phone.

6. Role of Technology
Technology played a key role as a facilitator for the Department to achieve its
aim of on-time textbook distribution to all schools and students. Be it real-time
stock reports for HPBOSE to efficiently manage its depots, or online demand
collection and electronic-indents issued by the Directorate, the online
monitoring dashboard or the real-time updates on the Whatsapp group, the
Directorate smartly used technology as a facilitator for the structural and
management changes made to ensure on-time delivery of textbooks.
By the next academic year, the Directorate of Elementary Education will create
a portal with an online real-time monitoring dashboard, showing status of
book distribution from depot to block to cluster to the school. Besides showing
status, this portal will also send auto-SMS and email notifications to
stakeholders reminding them close to their schedule date for collection/
receipt of books.

This dashboard will automatically get updated through a confirmation SMS

sent by each stakeholder as he/she receives the books. This dashboard will
remove dependency for manual updation of dashboard and improve
transparency across levels.

7. Media Recognition

